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Kirrily Smith 

I'm putting my conclusions at the fore and the aft of this Submission -just so's you 
get the message.. . 

ra orium on rr: 
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OL OVER THEIR OWN LAND, and the right to refuse --+- 

3ny who they don't want or EIR 

Now read on.. . .. 

I wish to state my strong opposition to the expansion of the Coal Seam Gas industry 
in NSW. The mining companies continually state that they are responsible and that 
the extraction of this gas will be in no way dangerous. 1- 
There are many instances of monetary gain overriding health issues in the murky 
world of the ordinary man verses the interests of Big Business. 60 years ago we find 
that ..." The tobacco documents reveal that many scientists within the tobacco 
industry acknowledged as early as the 1950s that cigarette smoking was unsafe."'. 
I'd be here until the middle of next week if I provided even a 1 om of all the evidence 
against the cigarette companies over the decades ... So I won't go any further in this 
instance. It isn't necessary. We all know the truth. 

I'll jump from the 1950's to just last week - In Stockton NSW the Orica plant at 
Kooragang had a chemical spill. Orica did not notify the nearby residents for several 
days - it breached public trust with its handling of the leak. This is the same 
company who owns Eastern Star Gas and has just spent $25million to buy land just 
two blo 
terminal 
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Further thoughts include, as below ... (Ok - so I've cut and pasted some of these 
points - that doesn't mean that I don't believe them or their veracity - I'm just an 
ordinary person, but one who does know wrong from right.. .) 

The environmental and health i m ~ a c t  of CSG activities 

Water Impacts: Quantity 

Coal Seam Gas is trapped within the coal seam by water pressure. In order to 
access the gas water must be extracted from the coal seam to allow the gas to flow. 
This can be a large amount of water. 

In Gloucester where AGL are approved to drill 11C 
expects the equivalent of b 

ompany 
of this 

wastewater to be extracted acr 
The National Water Commissioner raised concerns about the volume of water 
that would be extracted by CSG development in a position paper in December 
2010 stating that "Current projections indicate the Australian CSG industry 
could extract in the order of 7,500 gigalitres of co-produced water from 
groundwater systems over the next 25 years, equivalent to -300 gigalitres per 
year.'m This volume is more than half of existing total extraction from the 
Greet "-tesian Basin. . -m 

Water Impacts: Quality 

The water that comes up from the coal seam is often saline and contains naturally 
occurring chemicals from within the coal seam. 

ler in December 
2010 in relation to the developing coal seam gas industry which warned 
that "The production of large volumes of treated waste water, if released to 
surface water systems, could alter natural flow patterns and have significant 
impacts on water quality, and river and wetland health.'a 
On 4 August 201 1 the NSW Environment Minister issued a formal warning to 
AGL in relation to an uncontrolled gas and water release at a GSG well near 
Campbelltown. AGL was found to have.e-en in, brsa.c;b. o.f its enuirs~~ental~ 
protection licence.&J .. . . 

Health Impacts 



Doctors for the Environment Australia made a detailed submission to the 
Federal Parliamentary Inquiry relating to coal seam gas impacts in the Murray 
Darling Basin. The submission covers a range of health concerns relating to 
coal seam gas deve1opment.u 

Fracking Impacts 

Hydraulic fracturing or 'fracking' risks contamination of fresh water aquifers. Fracking 
forces a mix of water, sand and chemical into the CSG well at high pressure to 
fracture the surrounding coal in order to improve gas flow rates. It also has the 
potential to create fractures outside of the seam and can link the well with fresh 
water aquifers. This potentially exposes fresh water aquifers to fracking chemicals 
and other contamination existing within the coal seam. 

.- --.. ... area- -.  

the UKDij. is sus~ended oendina review in Quebec. Canadakj and has strict 
conditions in the New York state in the US includ'-- - "':":- 

~ x i l .  
A recent reoort showed frackina near water 
thnse hnren tn nntentinllv exnlnnive levels I: 

Surface Impacts 

The surface impact from CSG relate primarily to the quantity of infrastructure 
required to connect wells with ninelines and roads, water management facilities, 
processing facilities, compressc 
-'2tions and exoort terminal- I Ipau oil 
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Gas Wells and Pipeline Corridors near Chinchilla in Queensland 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

little research has been done, but what has points to CSG as 
if any greenhouse gas benefit over coal fired power. 

A Cornell University study suggests that the fugitive emissions (methane that 
escapes into the atmosphere during the production of gas) created in Shale 
Gas production in the US was so significant as to potentially make the carbon 
footprint of shale gas larger than coal when used for electricity generation. 
The processes for Shale Gas extraction are similar to those used for coal 
seam g a s m  
Methane is 20 times more greenhouse potent than Co2 over a 100 year 
timescalem which pushes up its carbon equivalent footprint. It is even worse 
if it is turned to LNG for export because a significant portion, estimated at 
around 10% of the gas is used in the refrigeration process to liquefy the 
gas .W 

The economic and social im~lications of CSG activities 

Royalties 

The coal seam gas industry currently enjoy a - I r ~ t :  
royalty arrangement in NSW are 0% for the first five yea I yea 7% 
in year 7, 8% in year 8, 9% in year 9 and 10% in year 10 and for remaining 
years. 
In 2010 royalties from coal seam gas was only $462,00Ow 
Industry experience in NSW has shown that peak production of wells often 
occurs in the first few years of the life of a well with production dropping off 
significantly after that. This means that NSW under the current arrangements 
will miss out on the bulk of royalties that would be payable if a fixed 10% rate 
was in place. 
Coal Seam Gas royalties in Qld are a flat 10%. 

Social Implications 

Under NSW law the Government owns and controls mineral and gas resources 
under the ground. There are laws pertaining to the granting of rights to explore for 
and exploit those resources that give mining companies the right to force access to 
private land. These rights are creating tremendous anxiety and frustration in many 
communities, particularly in agricultural land. The issues include: 

Creating division within communities with individual landholders being able to 
grant access without reference to the neighbors or communities wishes. This 
has created some conflict between members of communities 
Impacting on land values 



Creating uncertainty where land is covered by exploration licenses which can 
remain under licence for years without any idea of what the plans are for 
exploration or development. 

rge areas ot productive agricultural land in NSW are covered by exis 
troleum exploration licence. There are growing arguments that these areas shc 
protected for growing food and because of the water and surface impacts of ( 
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,erpool and Moree Plains. The Sydney Basin and Hawkesbury areas also prod 
m U m ~ e  amounts of food for local consumption and there are important hortir.." 

I areas in the Southern Highlands, Central West and Mid ~ o r t h  Coast and 
- ast of NSW. This " need to 

rNT EAT MONEY 

The role of CSG in meetina the future enerav needs of NSW 

There are a number of future energy options for NSW including existing coal fired, 
potential future gas and also renewable energy and any mix in between. How these 
options are managed is a political question. What is known however is the intention 
of companies currently engaged in CSG development. 

Some of the projects flagged at the moment will provide gas for domestic power 
generation such as at Wellington Power Station (660 MW not yet under construction 
and able to be supplied by existing conventional g a s w ) ,  Wilga Park Power Station 
(16MW currently in operation)w and a new power station planned at Casino 
(Metgasco - 30MW not yet under  construction^). These are relatively small power 
plants compared to current NSW electricity supply. 

While 6% of Sydney's domestic gas is supplied by coal seam gas from AGL Camden 
. 

j CUI ?loped in Australia and NSW 
m-. lptions include export from a 

Liquefied Natural Gas plant at Newcastle as being proposed by Eastern Star 
G a s m .  Metgasco in Queensland are proposing an offshore processing and export 
facility off the coast of B a l l i n a m  and a pipeline to Queensland would see the 
major deposits currently under exploration in the Gunnedah Basin and north to the 
Queensland border transported to Gladstone in Queensland where four major export 
terminals are planned . 

The argument made by government and industry is that coal seam pas is a 
fuel that should be used in a transition to renewable enel 



ns to be replaced by gas 
I 

It also needs to be noted that there IS growing evidence that renewable technologies 
have matured to the point that there is no need for a transition fuel to fill any gap in 
energy demands. NSW currently has over 2,200 MW of wind energy installed, 
approved or proposedm. Recently in Spain a solar thermal power station with 
molten salt storage was commissioned demonstrating the ability for 24hour electricity 
from solar p o w e m .  

CONCLUSION 

Nant Fracking to be banned as it is in other countries. I want 
'racking to be considerahlv lennthened to at least a further year C 
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1 Taken from a snap shot of petroleum titles as shown on the NSW Government's 
Minview site as at 1 August 201 1. 
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